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TRANSVAC PRESENTS COST SAVING TECHNOLOGY AT ASHE CONFERENCE FOR KEEPING HOSPITALS
CLEANER
Automated Solution Reduces Labor, Provides Continuous Operational Cost Savings and Improves Hospital
Cleanliness and Infection Control
Denver, CO (July 29, 2014) – TransVac Solutions, the trusted leader in automated waste, recycling and
soiled linen collection and transport solutions for hospitals, will be exhibiting at booth #209 at the
American Society for Healthcare Engineering (ASHE) Annual Conference & Technical Exhibition Aug. 3-6
in Chicago, Ill.

TransVac will present its technology for making hospitals cleaner, reducing infection risk and saving
millions in labor and operational costs over the hospital’s life cycle. Staff will be available at booth #209
to explain how the system works and the value it brings to hospital operations.

Unlike traditional methods of moving dirty materials through hospitals by means of carts, elevators and
gravity chutes, the TransVac solution transports waste, recycling and soiled linen at high speed from
every floor through a sealed, dedicated path in the hospital to a central collection point. As a result,
clean and dirty pathways are always separate.

“We really make hospitals cleaner and more efficient,” says TransVac President Harry Pliskin. “Hospital
environmental services teams are always challenged to do more with less. We help those teams by
eliminating the handling of waste, recycling and soiled linen throughout the hospital, returning their
time to focus on other activities that promote cleanliness and infection risk reduction.”

All visitors who complete a survey card at the booth will receive a gift and can qualify for a GoPro®
camera drawing. For more information about ASHE, visit www.ashe.org.

About TransVac Solutions
TransVac is a Denver-based professional design and engineering company with more than 40 years of
success providing turnkey solutions for hospitals, utilizing industry-leading capabilities in LEED,
evidence-based design (EBD) and space utilization.

TransVac sets the standard for waste, recycling and soiled linen collection and transport solutions for
hospitals. The company provides proven, best practices for making hospitals cleaner, more sanitary
healing environments for patients while saving money on the collection and transport of dirty materials.
TransVac has installed systems in many of the world's leading healthcare facilities, and continues to
expand its advanced technologies into other applicable markets including hotels, airports, mixed-use
developments and large entertainment venues. Visit www.transvacsolutions.com to learn more.
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